

























When deciding how to manage non-dangerous 
behaviors, it is helpful to separate intentional, 
deliberate problems from irrational, emotional crises.


































9䇾Impulse reaction to 













































䇾Are you SERIOUS? I䇻m not puttin䇻 my brand new 
iPhone in your nasty old drawer!  And how do I know 
you won¶t go snooping around looking at my private 
pictures and posting them all over the 䇺net for every 









䇾You䇻re STUPID! You know that? STUPID-STUPID-
STUPID! You don䇻t know ANYTHING so why don¶t you 
just SHUT UP!䇿
Emotional Situation: Andrew
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KEY POINT #1
Troubled youth often act in
distracting or disruptive ways when
they are bored (deliberate) or
stressed out (emotional).
Skillful staff look for underlying
issues and respond accordingly,
rather than rigidly applying strict
negative consequences to all
misbehaviors.










Dr. William Glasser’s model of social needs suggests 
that deliberate behavior is FUNCTIONAL.  
It meets students’ short-term social needs, though 













How do WE meet each of OUR 
social needs?
Love/Belonging = Playing with grandkids
Power/Importance = Presenting nationwide
Fun/Pleasure = Poker night with the guys
Freedom/Choice = Working for myself
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Can DELIBERATE MISBEHAVIOR
fill youths䇻 social needs?
List a number of  䇾inappropriate䇿 relationships or 








Class clown, social 
media 䇺friends䇻, giving 






Social media use, 
graffiti, teasing others
)UHHGRP
Refusal to work, tattoos 
& piercings, running 



























When students are deliberately 
“acting up” to meet their social 
needs at others’ expense, 
behavior management using 
consequences is a good response.   
 I  
However, when students are emotionally “acting 
out” because of high stress or low self-esteem, 








Skill of Acknowledging Feelings
Emotional problems can be prevented when staff 
recognize the warning signs of stress before it 
explodes. 
A simple acknowledgement of students’ feelings can 



















































KEY POINT #3 I  
Most emotional crises go through 
a series of predictable escalating 
phases, and can be de-escalated 
if staff use the right strategies. 
A simple acknowledgement of feelings can be a 
powerful beginning. We can often prevent
emotional problems by teaching students how to 
calm down and better manage their own stress.
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“I’ve come to the frightening 
conclusion that I am the 
decisive element in the 
classroom.   
“It’s my attitude that creates 
the climate.  It’s my daily mood 
that makes the weather. 
Dr. Haim Ginott
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“As a teacher, I possess 
tremendous power to make a 
student's life miserable or 
joyous. 
“I can be a tool of torture or an 
instrument of inspiration.  I 
can humiliate or humor, hurt or 
heal.
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“In all situations, it is my 
behavior that determines 
whether a crisis will be 
escalated or de-escalated…
or a child humanized or       
de-humanized.”
- Dr. Haim Ginott
Dr. Steve Parese
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